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NEXT
MEETING
Wednesday
Nov. 25, 2009 - 6:30

Sapperton
Pensioners' Hall
318 Keary St.,
New Westminster

Our next club weekend demo & class
will feature Dave Schweitzer and his
pal “Tones” (aka Dennis Briggs).
Dave and Dennis will be doing an all
day demo at the Sapperton
Pensioner’s Hall on Saturday,
December 5, and a class at Island
Woodcraft on Sunday, December 6.
Both start at 9:00 AM.
Dave Schweitzer has resided in the
Pacific Northwest since 1962. Dave
and his wife Lu now reside near
Hartstine Island on Puget Sound.
Dave is a retired Operating Engineer,
having worked as a diesel mechanic,
welder and fabricator for 40 years.
When he retired, Dave was looking
for an art medium and settled on
wood. Besides being a softer material
than metal, it is readily available
where he lives. Like many woodturners Dave started out working in his
garage but now turns in a large 3300
sq. ft. studio on the shores of South
Puget Sound. His work includes classic bowls, nested bowls, platters, hollow forms and more, with no two

Dave Schweitzer Platter
pieces being the same. He shows
particular attention to form, detail
and finishes which best show the fine
grain and beauty of the natural
woods. A unique feature included in
his work is the glass finals on many
of his lidded hollow forms. For more
information on Dave, go to his web
site:
http://www.d-waytools.com
Dennis Briggs (Tones) enjoys turning
continued on page 2

CHRISTMAS POT LUCK DINNER
See Notice on Page 14
of this Newsletter

Instant Gallery
Bring one of your favourite piecces
to show our partners the type of
work we do

Forum on Form & Finish:None this month

January Food Suppliers:Anne Rostvig, Len Sawyer, Ray
Schifferns, Rich Schmid, Doug
Schop, Tomas Skrinskas, Hank
Spaa, John Spitters

Focus on Fundamentals:None this month
Tech Talk Table:None this month

There will NOT be a
December Meeting
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DEMO & CLASS DECEMBER 5 & 6

Dave Schweitzer & Dennis Briggs
continued from page 1
with Dave during regular Thursday turning sessions
as well as acting as his co-instructor during demos.
Besides being an expert in turning Christmas ornaments, Dennis is completely familiar with Dave’s
routine, able to stretch their demos and training sessions to maximum effect.
On Saturday, Dave will discuss and demonstrate
rough turning and drying of bowl blanks. Following
that he will demonstrate turning a hollow form. To
complete his portion of the demo he will discuss and
demonstrate post-turning decoration. Dennis will
take over at that point and demonstrate turning
Christmas ornaments. He will demonstrate various
techniques and a tool that he has fabricated specifically for the task. Saturday will definitely be a full
and informative day.
The Sunday class will start with sharpening so that
everyone is working with sharp tools and able to
make the cuts that Dave will be demonstrating. After
that, students will get to use their dangerously sharp
tools for rough turning green wood. Following the

All photos from Dave Schweitzer's website
rough turning, Dave will demonstrate turning an off
set platter using a screw chuck. From that point on,
the day will be by request. This will be an opportunity for each student to have Dave provide input
into any area of turning where they may want specific instruction.

Students Need To Bring These
Items For The Class On Dec. 6th
Bowl Blank (Green) approximately 4 or 5 inches by 9
to 12 inches in diameter.
Platter Blank (Green) approximately 2 1/2” thick x
10” in diameter.
Your tools: Chuck, Screw chuck and your “Vari-grind”
attachment for those that use jigs for sharpening.
Contact Bruce Campbell at bvcampbell@telus.net
if you’re interested in the class.
It Is Likely To Fill Up Quickly

The class promises
to be a valuable day
information-wise
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PRESIDENT'S COLUMN:- Kerry Deane-Cloutier

Making Presents And Rough Turning Green
Wood Are Becoming The Order Of The Day

W

ell, fall – and rain – seems to have arrived with a
vengeance. For woodturners, it usually means the
start of a busy time. Christmas Craft fairs, making presents
for loved ones and rough-turning green wood are becoming the order of the day. Even as I write this I can hear the
sounds of our Circle Craft Christmas show booth furniture
being broken down for transport. I am sure that kind of
activity has been heard in many of your households this
season.
I hope, however, that you will also take some time to consider volunteering for the Guild. There are many things
that need doing in order to make the Guild a well-run,
rewarding organization to belong to. Some volunteer positions take as little as a half-hour of your time, others a bit
more of a commitment. For example, a short volunteer task
would be to volunteer to give a Focus on Fundamentals
(FOF) talk at the start of a meeting. The “course materials”
have already been written – all you have to do is look that
over, and do the presentation. Another volunteer position
we need to fill is that of demonstration organizer.
Otherwise known as the Gang of Three, this is the team
that meets, usually once a year, brainstorms, calls and convinces people to demonstrate at our meetings. Steve
Hansen, one of the gang, has been plowing his volunteer
hours into our new website, and we need to replace him in

the Gang of Three. Finally, Allan Cusworth has to step
down from being the newsletter editor, so we need to
replace him. This volunteer position involves soliciting articles from people, proofreading, spell-checking and formatting submissions, and then forwarding them to Barry
Wilkinson, our publisher, for the actual creation of the
newsletter. As you know from reading our newsletter, the
editor usually ends up writing an article or two as well –
but that is not a requirement of the position. When I was
the editor my aim was to get others to do the writing. If you
have any ability to write (such as basic grammar skills), I
hope you will step forward. It would be a shame to have our
award-winning newsletter disappear.
Finally, I want to remind you all of the demonstration and
class at the end of the month with Dave Schweitzer and
Dennis Briggs. It sounds like both days are going to be full
of interesting things so I hope you can make it. Please take
the time to read Ed Pretty’s article about it in this newsletter, and I will see you there.

November President’s Challenge:“A CHRISTMAS ORNAMENT”

Newsletter Editor Stepping Down

Allan Cusworth

Due to some personal pressures, I have to step down from the position as
your Newsletter Editor. I have received a lot of enjoyment from editing the
newsletter for the past 16 issues. It has also been a real pleasure having a
friend like Barry Wilkinson publish the material that I have received from
you, the guild members, and the articles that I have written myself.
Without Barry’s professional advice and efforts the newsletter would have
looked very different. Thanks, Barry.
It was a real honour for Barry and I to receive the AAW Third Best
Newsletter award last year. It was team effort all the way. Thanks, also to
Ross Pilgrim for accepting the award on our behalf at the AAW
symposium in Albuquerque, NM last summer.
Looking forward; here’s a chance for our publication to take a new
direction. If you have ever had a desire to edit a newsletter, or even if you
think you might like to give it a try, here’s a chance for you to practice
your creative skills. Barry has assured me that he will continue to support
the new editor and I know that he will provide an immense amount of help
to my replacement. Contact Kerry if you are interested.
- It has been fun; I’ll see you all at the guild meetings - Allan
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MATTHEW HILL DEMONSTRATION - OCTOBER 31, 2009

Fifty Guild Members Show
by Dennis Cloutier
Fifty Guild members showed up to take in the
demonstration by Matthew Hill last month. As I had
thought, it was a great follow up to Tania Radda’s
presentation, giving us more food for thought on
topics such as colour and texture.
Mathew started by making a box, using a method
similar to the one Richard Raffan uses. I will not go
into detail about that process, as I have written about
it in detail before. If you are interested in that, check
the back issues of the newsletter. However, one
interesting twist was the jam chucks he makes from
the scraps left in the chuck after turning the body
and lid of the box. Jam chucks are nothing new in
box-turning, but the new part was his turning the jam
chuck down to a minimalistic taper to use when
colouring. This acts as a barrier to prevent the colour
from spreading where it is not wanted.
For me, the really interesting stuff came when the
turning was done. Matthew
showed us burning, texturing
and colouring.
For me,
Matthew uses 1/4 inch brass
rod for both burning and
the really
texturing. Brass is fairly soft, so
interesting
it can be turned with regular
turning tools. He mounted the
stuff came
rod in a Jacobs chuck and used
when the
a scraper to shape it. A bit of
brass rod can be rounded on
turning
one end, and turned down on
was done
the other end to fit into a
reciprocating carver. When
Dennis Cloutier
applied to a box lid turning at
about 200 RPM, it creates a
faceted, rippling texture with highs and lows. Make
sure you sand out the torn grain before doing this
however.
Brass rod can also be used in a soldering iron.
Matthew likes high Watt irons to minimize the
amount of time spent waiting for the iron to heat.
The Weller 80, an 80 Watt machine, is a good one.
He turns brass rod to fit in the soldering iron, and
shapes the other end as he wishes. One great texture
was formed by scraping a concave half-circle into
the brass, and finishing the shape off using a
Foredom with a ball-shaped tip. The same Foredom
tip can later be used to clean carbon off when
burning the work piece.
Matthew also spent time teaching us how he does
colouring. He likes Trans-Tint dye stains, which are

''

''

very colourfast, and
come in 2 oz.
bottles. He mixes
them up by using 2
teaspoons of dye to
1 cup of denatured
alcohol, although a
discussion
about
health concerns led
to a suggestion that
you might want to
use grain alcohol
instead. This mixture
Matthew Hill
dries instantly when
sprayed onto wood, so there are no runs or bleeding
under masking. To get even colour, always paint
using short bursts, starting and finishing off the
piece. He pointed out that you want to spray this
stuff lightly. If it gets shiny or wet looking, shoot less
material. When spraying, start with light colours and
move to dark ones. That way, you may be able to
paint the entire piece without cleaning your gun!
For masking, Matthew likes the lime green masking
tape. It is made to mask lacquer, and can stretch
around curves. It is available in different widths,
which can be very convenient. If you are masking
over colour, make sure you apply two coats of
lacquer over the colour to protect it and prevent
colour from lifting off with the tape. Mohawk’s dead
flat or 10 degree gloss makes a good protective top
coat.
Matthew also talked about glazing. A stain over
lacquer is a glaze, because it cannot bite into the
wood. Another glaze he uses is a faux finish oil glaze,
made of 1 part linseed oil, 2 parts turpentine, and
continued on page 5

Samples of Matthew's burning, texturing and colouring
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ART, CRAFT AND TURNED WOOD

Is Woodturning A Craft Or An Art Form?
by Ed Pretty
I came across the following on a website, so
therefore make no claim to its ownership. I felt that it
was germane to woodturning, at least in the way
most of us approach our “object making” (or in Art’s
case, “stuff”), so thought it was worth passing on.

ART, DESIGN AND CRAFT
In Object Making, the aspect which relates
to its conceptual interpretation is ART.
That which relates the object to its intended
purpose is DESIGN
The quality of its execution is CRAFT.
- author unknown
Consider a bung turned for a wine barrel. It is
designed properly if the taper plugs the hole tightly,
yet allows the bung to be removed with ease. If the
piece is turned cleanly, to specification, with no
defects and requires no finish to perform its function,
it is well crafted. If there is a wine bottle and grapes
worked into the top, there has now been an
opportunity for artistic interpretation. In this case the
piece has two purposes; it performs a mechanical
function and is also a work of art.
I had a discussion recently with a fellow who felt that
a particular wooden bowl he was holding was of no
value because it obviously had no practical use. He

further complained that it seemed that some
woodturners were doing everything possible to be
different from the next. Basically, unless you could
serve a salad or fill it with fruit, he felt it didn’t have a
purpose. I explained to him that it had only one
purpose and that was to please the eye. That elicited
a raised eyebrow and a quiet “Hmmm”. I knew I
finally had him when I asked if he thought a painting
would be of no use if you couldn’t serve a salad on it.
He grudgingly admitted that I had a point.
The interesting thing is that this individual is a
woodturner. I took a small hollow form that he had
turned from a spiky burl from his shelf and asked if it
had any other use than to be held and appreciated;
he said “No”. Continuing, I pointed out that even
though it was not an unusual piece, at one time that
particular style had been cutting-edge, having been
developed by someone trying to be different. I
complimented him on the piece and asked if he
enjoyed turning it and he said he did. At that point he
had no alternative but to offer me another beer.
On reflection it occurred to me that this individual
was struggling with the question that I asked at the
beginning of this little story and also where he, and
what he did, fit in the whole thing. I hope that our
discussion gave him some perspective - and that this
story gives some tangible and simple answers to
questions that we get that sometimes seem nebulous
and complex. “Is woodturning an art or a craft?” and
“What is the purpose of this piece?”

MATTHEW HILL DEMONSTRATION

It Was A Fascinating Day
continued from page 4
10% by volume Japan drier. Artist’s oil paint from
tubes can be added to this to add colour. This
formula creates a very flexible glaze, because it
takes over 24 hours to dry, giving a great open time
for experimentation. Some techniques he showed us
included dotting red glaze onto black, flicking a red
glaze over black from a stiff brush to create a fine
spray and using a brush to cut through the glaze to
the colour below. Since the open time is so long, if
you do not like the result, you can just brush it out
and start again. The same basic glaze can be added
to Japan Paint. A very small amount will again slow
the drying. This can help you eliminate brush
Matthew Hill poses with his students

strokes, or add the impression of anything from
fingerprints to leaves.
It was a fascinating day, and I look forward to seeing
the pieces inspired by it over the coming months.
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ABBOTSFORD WOODSHOW '09

Spectators Wowed By Woodturners
by Merv Graham
Once again the spectators were wowed by the wood
turning booth at the Abbotsford Woodshow. With a
larger space and two sponsors supplying lathes we
were able to keep 4 lathes busy for the weekend.
Again we teamed up with the Fraser Valley
Woodturners Guild and made the experience a joint
venture into advertising what wood turners do. There
was a great turnout of members which made light
work for all. The display tables were in a state or
continual change with examples of wood turning
coming and going throughout the weekend. Their
quality was found to be “amazing” as one spectator
was heard to say. This year we had the fastest setup
ever and had our part of the show ready to go in an
hour. Though the show was smaller than usually with
no large major tool vendors there the spectators
were enthusiastic and pleased to see our group
again. Our new spectator protective shields were in

Quality of woodturning was 'amazing'

Gregg Parsons

Art Liestman showing his stuff
place and were a fine upgrade from our previous
ones. Kudos go to Gregg Parsons for his great effort
in getting them ready for the show
My great thanks go out to the 31 members from both
guilds for making the weekend such a great success.
At time I wondered if we would ever get enough
people but in the end we had a fantastic turnout.
The Guild wishes to thank Island Wood Craft for the
use of their 12/24 Oneway lathe; a treat to work on a
machine of such high quality. Also our thanks to
Canadian Woodworker Tools for their supplying a
Rikon mini lathe the 12/16 a new comer on the lathe
scene in Canada. It is great little machine which
proved to be a solid well built little lathe ideal for the
novices or a second lathe for portability.
Again my heartfelt thanks to all
those who came out and helped make
this year’s wood show such a great success
- Merv

Mystery Turner

Merv Graham
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ONE OF THE STUDENTS

The Grrreen Turner & Tania Radda
by Mike Stewart
what ever tool is necessary to accomplish
your goal was her motto. This idea never
I started using my lathe about a year
crossed my mind! I was a woodturner
ago. I was hooked when I saw the
wasn't I?
beautiful bowls, boxes, pens and other
The prerequisite for the course was "bring
items that can be turned. I used a lathe
something you wish to copy"; an apple or a
for one year in high school a few years
vegetable or a teapot. I wasn't going to do
back. I started taking courses at Island
a fruit or vegetable so I choice the tea pot.
Woodcraft and Lee Valley Tools.
Simple.....right? Tania opened up the doors
Anything that was offered concerning
to my imagination and led me through the
the use of the lathe and a project I was
duplicating process she uses to do her
taking it.
pieces. With her prodding and expertise I
Then an internet search revealed the
worked my piece of basswood. Hey! I
GVWG. I thought I would be in over my
wasn't the Grrreen Kid on the block
head with all the pro turners that would
Tania Radda
anymore; I was one of the students taking
belong to a Guild. Undaunted I attended
instruction from an incredibly talented person. I
my first meet this spring. Wow! I saw pieces turned on
finished the body of the teapot and the lid. I still have
lathes that I didn't know you could do that... or make
to do the handle and the spout but I now have the
a piece look like this... Now I was determined to get
tools to complete my project. Yes, I was a student!
better at improving my skills as a turner because the
To new turners and artists; don't be shy about
lathe was the "machine" that could do it all if you had
showing off your talents. I was in a group of six very
lots of practice.
experienced turners who all shared the same thing I
A Tania Radda clinic came up. Bruce Campbell said
enjoyed. We all were working with wood in mediums
she was a talented person. I had no doubt about that
that expanded your imagination.
as I checked her web sight. I just couldn't figure out
It was great to be a
how she made some of her pieces. After all we are a
student of Tania Radda for day
woodturners’ guild. Right! And everything we do is
- Mike.
turned on the lathe. Now I was in for a treat because I
wanted to know more and build on my knowledge
base. So "Grrreen Turner", me, signed up for the class
with Tania Radda. Sometimes no knowledge is better
than a whole bunch of knowledge. I found out I was
really the Green Kid on the block when I attended the
course.
On Saturday Tania she got her point across to me, as
a member of the audience, that the lathe was an end
to her means when it came to producing a piece. Use

TURNING 101
November 28 2009 - Christmas Decoration

I fit right in with experienced turners

December 2009 - No Session - Hall is not
available
Plans for 2010 are not yet scheduled but
tentatively sessions will be held on the last
Saturday of each month At the Sapperton
Pensioners Hall in New Westminster

Contact Gerry Vickers
For More Information

Do You Want Free Wood?
Register for the GVWG Wood List.and you will be
notified by email when we hear of interesting trees
coming down.
To register, contact Bruce Campbell 604-944-3028
or email to bvcampbell@telus.net.
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OCTOBER MAIN EVENT:- ALLAN CUSWORTH

Pleasure To Demo Something Learned
by Allan Cusworth
It is always a pleasure to
be able to demonstrate
something I have learned
from my woodturning
colleagues
and
by
researching
books,
magazines
and
the
internet. This is the case
with the platter demo I did
on October 25. "None of
the techniques or tools that I used were original.
They were all gleaned from these sources."

Copy something from one person
It’s plagiarism
Copy something from a group of people
and make the idea your own
It’s research
- Allan Cusworth
I started my demo with a discussion on a subject that
I feel is paramount for anyone stepping in front of
any piece of machinery, safety. Safe mounting of a
piece of wood; safe turning techniques, and personal
protective equipment are all items we should be
aware of ALL the time.
I decided to show my platter making techniques
using two blanks. The first one is a 12” diameter by
2” thick disk mounted on a woodworm screw in a
four jaw chuck. I was planning on using a faceplate
but during some research with Jim Johnson to find
out what accessories were available for the demo, he
suggested I use a woodworm a chuck with a
woodworm screw. I had done that before and
decided that his wisdom was welcome. After truing
up the blank, the next step is layout. I transferred the
dimensions from the plan I had drawn up using a set
of dividers. The 2 1/2” diameter recess for reversing
the blank was first and the 5 1 1/2’ outside diameter
of the base was next.
Then it was time to start making some shavings fly.
Using my Bedan I created the recess 1/8” deep with
a slight convex shape; I like to make the base with a
little style. Using 1/2” bowl gouge I formed the
bottom side of the platter with a rim about 1 1/2”
wide. I created the rim with a slight slope the centre
towards of the platter. Ray Key showed us that

technique at his demo in 2007. It makes the platter
look more horizontal when placed on a table.
I did not sand or finish this side but planned on doing
so in my studio later. I would run the grits from 150
through 600, and finish it with 3 coats of Tung Oil for
a food safe finish.
I removed that blank from the headstock and
replaced it with a second platter blank that had a
finished bottom side. I had reversed the mounting
and expanded the chuck jaws into the 1/8” deep
recess. After verifying that the piece was firmly
mounted in the chuck, I marked the location of the
underside of the rim on the face of the blank allowing
enough for the platter wall thickness. That way I
shouldn’t end up with a big circular picture frame by
cutting through the wall.
Then I started the lathe and increased the speed of
the lathe to about 1200 rpm, and began to form the
bowl, or top part of the platter. Since I had made the
recess in the base 1/8” deep, I took light cuts with
my 1/2” bowl gouge. I was having a little trouble
getting a smooth surface on the surface of the bowl
and found out later from Bruce Campbell that I could
get a better surface by using my right hand to push
the cut instead of my left hand to force the gouge to
cut. I appreciate comments like this because that’s
how we learn. I have used that tip ever since and
found that he is right. It helps with the sanding too.
Thanks Bruce.
continued on page 9

Finishing the recess for mounting in the chuck
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OCTOBER MAIN EVENT:- ALLAN CUSWORTH

Donating Platter To GVWG Auction
continued from page 8
During the formation of the bowl section, I watched
that the gouge was not cutting the wall too thin. I
used my index finger and thumb as calipers to feel
the wall thickness, and verified periodically with my
outside calipers to keep the hollowing on track.
I created an undercut area just under the inside of
rim. Ray Key showed us that technique at his demo
as well. It creates an illusion of depth by making a
shadow as the light hits the piece. I felt that a little bit
of further decoration was needed on the inside edge
of the rim. I made a bead using a tool that was
shown to us by Eli Avisera when he did a demo for
us. The tool is made from a 3/16” HSS drill bit that is
ground off at a 45 degree angle and placed in a
handle. This tool is used with a reverse rake, like a
scraper with the speed of the lathe turned down to
about 300 rpm to reduce the tendency for tear-out.
Marco and Bruce both suggested that I fill the flutes
of the bit with automotive body-filler or some sort of
material to allow the tool to slide along the tool rest
better. I have since wrapped the flutes with masking
tape till I can get some other material and that helps
a lot too. Thanks for the tips guys!
Again, I did not sand or finish the bowls are of the
platter but planned on running the grits and finishing
that surface the same way I did the bottom side.
I have since finished both of the platters from the
demo and they turned out well. I will bring them to
the Instant Gallery at the November meeting and
plan on donating one of them to the GVWG auction
that night.

As always, I find that the best way to learn how to do
anything is to show someone else what you are
already doing. I received a number of tips on how I
could make my platters easier, better and quicker
during and after my demonstration.
Thanks to all for the information
and compliments; they are appreciated.
- Allan

Eli Avisera beading tool that you can make

Upcoming GVWG Demonstrations
Art Liestman has once again done a terrific job of arranging our Demonstrator Series for 2009-2010.
Here are the other events that are pending for this year:
• Dave Schweitzer and Dennis Briggs - Demo Dec 5, Class Dec. 6
• Christian Burchard - Demo Feb 28, Class Mar. 1 NOTE: this is Sunday/Monday rather than the
usual Saturday/Sunday
• Mark Sfirri - Demo May 29, Class May 30
Art tells me that we may have one or two more guests that will be announced when arrangements have
been finalized.
I cannot say enough about the value of these demonstrations for every level of turner. Whether you are
just a beginner or have been turning for years these events offer an outstanding chance to learn and
interact with the finest wood turners in the world. So go fetch the calendar and write these dates in now.

You won't regret it. - Bruce Campbell.
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
Robert Carlson Maple - Salad Bowl Finish

Bruce Hodgson - Big Leaf Maple
- 10 x 8 in - Tung Oil

Bruce Hodgson - Big Leaf Maple
- 13 x 10 x 7 in - Tung Oil

Peter McLaren - Maple, Copper
- 3.5 in - Claphams Polish

Al Koehn - Black Walnut
- Wipe-on Poly

Bruce Campbell - Arbutus,
Aluminium - 9 in x 5 in

R. Carlson - Maple
- Salad Bowl Finish

Al Koehn - Spalted Mango Wipe-on Poly

Al Koehn Arbutus Burl - Wipe-on Poly

Bruce Campbell - Maple, Ebony
- 4 in x 2.5 in - Boot Wax

Robert Carlson - Maple
- Wipe on Poly
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
Georges Leroux - Cedar Burl Salad Bowl Finish

Ed Pretty - Red Oak - 8 x 6 in Sanding Sealer, Bleached

Keith Hudson - Teak - 8 x 2 in Hut Crystal Coat

Bruce Hodgson - Cherry
- 12 x 2 in - Tung Oil

Jim Johnson - Maple - 6 x 3 in Wipe on Poly

Gary Bergdal
- Pine - Tung Oil

Peter McLaren - Arbutus Burl
- Leather Softener, Buffed

Jim Johnson - Maple
- 10 x 1 in - Shellac

Gary Bergdal
- Maple - Tung Oil

Mike Stewart - Banksia Pod
3.5 in - Salad Bowl Finish

Keith Hudson - Myrtle Wood
- 10 x 4 in - Hut Crystal Coat
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TURNER'S
GALLERY
Robert Carlson - Maple
- Salad Bowl Finish

Michelle Gendron - Maple - Hard
Hut Crystal Wax

Keith Hudson - Denim Pine,
Brass, Seeds - 2.5 x 5.5 in
Marco Berera
- Maple, Elm - Lacquer

Michelle Gendron - Eucalyptus Hard Hut Crystal Wax

Neva B. Hilliard - Aurelia - 5 x 4
- Nitrocellulose, Min Wax

John Spitters - Spalted Birch 7.5 x 8.5 in - Antique Oil

Ed Pretty - Chesnut - 5 in Lacquer,Dye, Lime Wax

Maarten Meerman - Walnut,
Birdseye Maple - Turners Polish

Peter McLaren - Red Oak - 3.5
x 4 in - Tung Oil, Wire Brush

Michelle Gendron - English
Walnut - Mineral Oil.
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PRESIDENT'S CHALLENGE

Marco Berera
- Tagua Nut - 1.25 x 0.5 in

Marco Berera - Elm - 2 x 6 in Lacquer, Coloring Pencil

Colin Delory - Cherry,
Aluminium - 3 x 6 in - Oil

Neva B. Hilliard - Yew, Malachite
Inlay- 7 x 3 in - Min Wax

Allan Cusworth - Fotinia
Frasereye - Red, Green Markers

Doug Schop - Mahogany, Stone
3.5 x 6 in - Wipe-on Poly
Kerry Deanne-Cloutier - Cedar
- 5 x 3 in - Paint

Neva B. Hilliard - Elephant Walnut - 5 x 3 in - Wax

Marco Berera
- Petrified Potato - 1 x 1 in

Maarten Meerman - 2x4, Plywood
12 x 13 in - Acrylic Paints

Dennis Cloutier
- Cedar - 3 x 2 in
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GVWG Officers,
2nd ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS
POTLUCK
DINNER
During our November meeting.
Let Gregg Parsons know what
succulent dish you're going to bring
Quantity size should be for 10 people
Contact Gregg at 604-542-9066 or
email at dgparsons@shaw.ca
Everyone raved about the food last year
It will be an event not to miss

Appointees & Volunteers

PRESIDENT

Kerry Deane-Cloutier 604-468-0605
VICE PRESIDENT

Larry Stevenson
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CLASSIFIEDS
36" ROCKWELL/BEAVER GAP BED LATHE on a steel stand in
perfect working order. I have little use for a lathe and it is taking
up valuable space in my shop.
Asking price - $120.00.
Contact PETER WHITELEGG at 604-552-3739
Email whitelegg@shaw.ca in the Port Coquitlam area.
WORKSHOP PACKAGE - Lightly used Jet mini lathe & stand;
Delta Shopmaster 8'' bandsaw; two-sided bench grinder; drill
press; wood turning chisel set brand new; 4 piece precision
sharpening system; & hundreds of dollars of wood blanks, quite
a lot of Australian burl wood. I live in the Salem area. It is worth
well in excess of $1,500.00
Price - $1,000.00 for everything.
Contact CINDY BLANCHARD at 503-510-8502 or
cindy.blanchard1@yahoo.com

GENERAL 160-2, WOODTURNING LATHE, 6 years old,
modified to add 3" risers (18"
swing), added a Reliance VS Drive
1 1/2 hp (220v 1 Ph), custom sub
base;
as
new
condition.
Asking $2,200
PHIL WADE
604-583-2913
for further information
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